Providing Scholarships to Advance Careers and Leaders in the Landscape Industry

ANNUAL SCHOLARSHIP RECEPTION

Sponsored by

STIHL

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LANDSCAPE PROFESSIONALS Foundation
The National Association of Landscape Professionals Foundation is a $4.8 million foundation dedicated to advancing professional careers in the landscape industry. The Foundation carries out its mission through public education to promote landscape industry careers by supporting efforts to recruit professionals into the industry and by granting scholarships to help students get the education they need to excel. The Foundation has awarded over $1 million in academic scholarships to more than 1,000 horticulture and landscape students.

**MISSION**
To attract, inspire, and support the education and advancement of landscape professionals who create and manage healthy green spaces for the benefit of society.

**VISION**
Landscape industry professionals will be recognized as vital and valued contributors to our communities.
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Landscape Industry Certified is the international distinction awarded by the National Association of Landscape Professionals that represents individuals in the landscape industry who are
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The Foundation carries out its mission through public education to promote landscape industry careers, by supporting efforts to recruit professionals into the industry, and by granting scholarships to help students get the education they need to excel.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LANDSCAPE PROFESSIONALS FOUNDATION

2020 SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIPS

ABM Landscape & Turf Services Scholarship
Tatum Palmer
Mississippi State University

Akerman Family Scholarship
Jacob Winkles
University of Georgia

Bellantoni Landscape - The Art & Science Scholarship
Felecia Ramadhin
County College of Morris

Bill and Mary Murdy Scholarship
Andrew White
Cuyahoga Community College

Bruce and Gail Wilson Family Scholarship
McKayla Sundberg
Brigham Young University

Chapel Valley Landscape Co. - The Reeve Family Scholarship
Lian Farruggio
North Carolina State University

Davey Commercial Landscape Services Scholarship
Katrina Portwood
Rochester Community & Technical College

David & Pam Snodgrass, Dennis’ Seven Dees Landscaping, Inc. Scholarship
Becca Smith
Brigham Young University - Idaho

David J. Frank Landscape Contracting Career Builder Scholarship
Jose Garci Nunez
College of DuPage

Debra Holder and Family Scholarship
Karin Johnson
Brigham Young University

Designs By Sundown
Jake Kren
Michigan State University

Doesburg Family Scholarship
Matthew Keller
North Dakota State University

Eastern Land Management/ The Moore Family Scholarship
Keri Knott
Virginia Tech

Ed Castro Landscape Inc. Scholarship
Justin Bratcher
University of Georgia
AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIPS (CONTINUED)

Ed Sinnott Scholarship
**McKayla Tanner**
Brigham Young University - Idaho

Five Seasons Landscape Management Scholarship
**Camden Eidson**
Columbus State Community College

Frank and Beverly Ross Scholarship
**Emma Williams**
Kansas State University

Gachina Landscape Management/The Gachina Family Scholarship
**Timmy Klittich**
Cal Poly

Gary & Thoula Mallory Scholarship
**Erica Stuhlsatz**
Kansas State University

Gravely Landscape Maintenance Scholarship
**Amberly Herbst**
Illinois Central College

Grover Family Scholarship
**Randall Smith**
Brigham Young University - Idaho

Grunder Landscaping Co/Grow Group Scholarship
**Amanda Gainer**
Cuyahoga Community College

Hunt Family Scholarship
**Mary Tuski**
Michigan State University

ILT Vignocchi Scholarship
**Elaina Blankenhagen**
College of DuPage
AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIPS (CONTINUED)

Include Software Scholarship
**Arlyn Smith**
Virginia Tech

Jacobsen Landscape Design and Construction Scholarship
**Desiree Dragonetti**
SUNY Cobleskill

James River Grounds Management Scholarship
**Rebecca Hamilton**
North Carolina State University

Jeffrey Scott and Corine Koornhof Scholarship
**Karaline White**
Brigham Young University

Lambert Landscape Company Scholarship
**Leah Myers**
Brigham Young University

Level Green ‘Doing the Right Thing’ Scholarship
**Emma Rider**
North Carolina State University

Lifescape Colorado and the Hupf Family Scholarship
**Kristin Vaughn**
Kansas State University

Martha G. Hill Scholarship
**William Stroupe**
Mississippi State University

Moore Landscape Scholarship
**Hannah Boyce**
Brigham Young University

PLANET 2008/2009 Board of Directors Scholarship
**Grace Wilcox**
Kansas State University

Precision Landscape Management Scholarship
**Bryan Larison**
Palo Alto College

R.P. Marzilli and Company Scholarship
**Alexandria Connell**
University of Massachusetts - Amherst

RM Landscape & Lemcke Family Scholarship
**Drew Marsh**
Pennsylvania College of Technology

Shirley B. Mangum Scholarship
**Jessa Bergstrom**
Brigham Young University

Sousa Landscape Management & the Sousa Family Scholarship
**John Schaefer**
Cincinnati State Technical and Community College

Stay Green Inc. Scholarship
**Phuc Nguyen**
Cal Poly Pomona
Swingle Lawn, Tree and Landscape Care - Tolkacz Family Scholarship
Kevins Owens
Illinois Central College

Terracare Associates Scholarship
Franziska Collier
Cuyamaca College

The Bruce Company Scholarship
Stephanie Jocius
The Niagara Parks Commission School of Horticulture

The Glowacki Family Scholarship
Tai-Renee King
Cuyahoga Community College

The Ivy Munion Langendorff Memorial Irrigation Scholarship
Courtney York
Brigham Young University - Idaho

The James Martin Associates & the Martin Family Scholarship
Peter Weston Maughan
Brigham Young University

The Parley Glover Memorial Scholarship
Abby Flake
Brigham Young University
AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIPS (CONTINUED)

The Richard J. Ott Family Scholarship  
**Korey Kinsler**  
University of Tennessee

The Richard J. Ott Family Scholarship  
**Ethan Carr**  
University of Tennessee

The Ruppert Landscape Company Scholarship  
**Lily Kile**  
Pennsylvania State University

The Theodore W. Brickman, Jr. Scholarship  
**Kai Halverson**  
North Dakota State University

The Thomas Fochtman Family Scholarship  
**Karen Lamb**  
Colorado State University

Tom and Carol Lied Scholarship  
**Collin Harrison**  
Brigham Young University

Vito Mariani, Sr. Scholarship  
**Dena Fowler**  
Kishwaukee College
PLATINUM AMBASSADOR SCHOLARSHIPS

Clevenger Safety Scholarship
**Kendall Busher**
University of Georgia

CoCal Landscape Scholarship
**Abby Denning**
Michigan State University

Damgaard Family Landscape Contracting Scholarship
**Jack Pohutsky**
The Pennsylvania State University

Greenleaf Services Scholarship
**Rhiannon Goodwin**
North Carolina State University

HighGrove Partners and The McCutcheon Family Scholarship
**Kathryn Mosher**
Gwinnett Technical College

Go iLawn and The Rorie Family Scholarship
**Kassandra Hernandez**
Cuyahoga Community College

Hunter Water Conservation/Irrigation Efficiency Scholarship
**Alex Bach**
Kansas State University

Husqvarna Professional Products Scholarship
**Emily Hopfauf**
North Dakota State University

JOHN DEERE Landscape Industry Scholarship
**Renata Goossen**
Kansas State University

Scott Byron & Co. Scholarship
**Tess Reeves**
Virginia Tech

STIHL Inc. Landscape Industry Scholarship
**Tess Steiner**
Southeast Technical Institute

Take Stock in A Student Fund
**Mariano Malagisi**
SUNY Delhi

The Scott Allen Memorial Scholarship
**Connors Evers**
Iowa State University

The TruGreen Environmental Stewardship Scholarship
**Rachel Stothfang**
Cincinnati State Technical and Community College

Toro/Exmark Scholarship
**Stephanie Aucoin**
University of Massachusetts - Amherst
PRESIDENT’S SCHOLARSHIP

Derek Herbst
Brigham Young University

FFA SCHOLARSHIP

Nicholas Stone
University of Missouri

STATE ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIPS

Associated Landscape Contractors of Colorado

Emma Smith
Colorado State University

Maria Gorski
Front Range Community College

Sebastian Church
Front Range Community College

Alexandra Puig
Front Range Community College

Ohio Nursery & Landscape Association

Isabel Emanuel
The Ohio State University

Julia Glen
University of Cincinnati

Coralie Farinas
The Ohio State University

Nall Moonilall
The Ohio State University

Patricia Irizarry
The Ohio State University

Maria Caplinger
Coventry High School

Madelyn Pohlegeers
University of Cincinnati
WOMEN IN LANDSCAPE NETWORK
NALP’s Women in Landscape Network is leading the charge to recruit and retain more female professionals to the lawn and landscape industry. By connecting those interested in empowering and advocating for women in landscape, and a focus on amplifying the voices of women leaders, the Women in Landscape Network will make the landscape industry a profession of choice for women. To learn more, visit landscapeprofessionals.org/women

YOUNG PROFESSIONALS NETWORK
Are you a landscape or lawn care professional under 40? Our Young Professionals group is for you. Network and grow with people on a similar career path and shared passion for the industry. Visit landscapeprofessionals.org/youngprofessionals to join our email list or Facebook group.

LANDSCAPE INDUSTRY CAREERS JOB BOARD
Each year the landscape industry hires 300,000 men and women for careers that positively impact families, their communities, and the environment. Be one of them. Browse the latest listing to find jobs near you in the landscaping and outdoor industry. Companies in your area are looking for talented, motivated professionals who have a passion for the environment and yearn for fulfilling, difference-making vocations. Explore the myriad of landscape jobs available in your area by visiting jobs.landscapeindustrycareers.org.